
One nice feature of taking pictures

of plants is how still and cooperative

they are, allowing you to get some

gorgeous close up views so you

really get to know beauties like the

Red-flowering Currant in delightful

detail.

There are several short trails across the rocky

outcrop and almost everyone does a good job

of staying on the path so as not to damage

any delicate spring plants just emerging, like

the wild Camas that surrounds this sign.

Hello Everyone,

This time of year it is very worthwhile to pay a visit to the Swan

Lake Native Plant Garden between the nature house and the

lake to see the annual debut of wild flower delights.
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Not everyone stays on

the trail, but luckily for

me this squirrel was

pointing out the Red-

flowering Currant just

starting to bloom.
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Some blossoms, like

these diminutive Pacific

Bleeding Hearts, are so

small you may have to

get down on your knees

to find them.

Of course getting down

on your knees lets you

see the flowers from the

perspective enjoyed

when our little furry

squirrels, mice and voles

visit and see the Sea

Blush like a breaking

wave over their heads.
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It’s such a great way to

appreciate the beauty

of the Satinflowers.
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The wonder of nature just gets

all the more dazzling the closer

you look.

The Henderson’s Shooting

Stars are one of my favourite

harbingers of spring.



The White Fawn Lilies are just

as amazing and always make

me think of Easter time.

And when you get so low you are

looking up at them the colour

and lighting are just sublime.

Down by the lake I was lucky to witness another sublimely moving scene. First 

I saw this grand gander munching on the fresh Cattail shoots right beside the

floating boardwalk. I was a little surprised that he came so close and looked

me challengingly in the eye, and I was also surprised that I didn’t see a mate

anywhere near, as most Canadian Geese couples are inseparable at this time

of year.
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Then I saw her head poke out a pile of last year's Cattail and Bulrush stocks

and leaves. She was very hard to see, but it seemed as if she was doing

something in there, so I decided to wait a while to see what she was up to.
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I tried moving around

until I could find a

vantage point where I

could see how she was

almost burrowing into

the ground cover.

Then I saw that she was

pulling out leaves and

placing them carefully

all around herself. She

was building a nest!

She would move fairly

rapidly, purposefully

placing her readily

available building

materials all around her.
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Every once in a while she

would rest and look around

her to see if she was safe.

It was really difficult to spot

her when she was still.

Sometimes she would grab

soft and pliable leaves and

other times the would use

dried out hard stocks to

build bigger and bigger.



Cara, Executive Director of Swan Lake, took this

picture of something Jay found when weeding in

the native pant garden. You have to look close to

see the red underbelly of a petite, baby Western

Painted Turtle who had been hibernating in the

shallow soil.

After about 30 minutes of building she came out

and joined her partner, who I now realize was

guarding her the whole time, for a snack of

those luscious green shoots. What a wonderful

thing to see this couple working together to

build a home for their family.

But there he was, and there he stayed as Jay put

him back so he could rest until he was ready to

make his debut. Now you have yet another

important reason to enjoy nature at Swan Lake

from the trails, as you never know what you

might be treading on if you venture off a path.

Take care, Lenny

Speaking about families, the turtle log has become

a lot more popular as more and more Western Red

Painted and Red-eared Slider turtles come out of

hibernation. And seeing them reminded me of

another reason you should stay on the trails.

It’s hard to believe this tiny, vulnerable creature,

managed to get so far from, and so high above

the lake to sleep off the winter.
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